
AROUND THE GALAXY 
The Star Wars Fan Talk Show 
 
Hosted & Created by PETE FLETZER 
 
Around the Galaxy is the weekly podcast 
featuring in-depth interviews with Star Wars 
authors, actors, creators, celebrity superfans, 
and online personalities. 
 
The show’s host, Pete Fletzer, is a former contributing editor for Star Wars Galaxy Magazine. 
Discovered by the legendary Steve Sansweet, Pete covered a variety of topics ranging from 
movie premiers and events, to merchandise previews and featured interviews. In April 2019 he 
launched Around the Galaxy, the Star Wars Fan Talk Show and has delivered a new one-on-
one interview podcast every week.  
 
The show takes a deep-dive into the guests’ Star Wars journey, uncovering what the franchise 
means to them and how it drove them to where they are today. Pete also gets the guest’s take 
on current content including movies, books and streaming shows, to hear a personal 
perspective on the impact of today’s state of the industry and the Star Wars saga. Finally, every 
episode ends with his famous and fun “Ten Quest10ns” segment, asking about things like 
favorite sound effect, go to quote and more. 
 
Featured guests have included best-selling Star Wars authors (including Cavan Scott, Claudia 
Gray, Kevin J Anderson, Brittany N Williams), celebrity superfans (including Krystina Arielle, 
Charlie Benante, Anthony Breznican, Ash Crossan), voice actors (Dan Donohue, Marc 
Thompson, Christopher Sean), Oscar-winning creators and online personalities from around 
the fandom. 
 
The interviews are recorded via livestream with supporters of the show in the live virtual 
audience and then converted to a 60-minute audio podcast available on almost all services. 
 
Sample Links: 
Trailer: https://youtu.be/5abqOrb5kOw  
Live Streamed Episode: https://youtu.be/G88JQqI9t80 
Audio: https://www.spreaker.com/episode/44527397  
 
CONTACT: 
Pete Fletzer 
908-938-9909 
fletzerpete@gmail 
www.ATGcast.com 



Quotes from guests: 
 
“You are a fantastic interviewer, and I am very flattered to be on the show.”  
– David Whitely, BBC 
 
“This is a show that I love and admire and am honored to be coming back!”  
– Jason Fry, Best-Selling author (two-time guest) 
 
“I’ve listened to the show and it’s my great pleasure to be on.”  
– Dan Donohue, actor For All Man Kind and Avengers Assemble 
 
Apple Podcast Reviews: 
 
“Around the Galaxy is welcoming to Star Wars fans of all, from the casual movie watchers to the 
consumers of the entire media franchise. It’s informative, laid back, and engaging. At the same time, it 
avoids being self-serious or judgmental. Give this a listen and subscribe now!” 
 
“Around the Galaxy is everything I like in a SW podcast- interview driven and active with its fan base. Pete 
takes it to another level with the care for his listeners, whether it be with collaborative giveaways or his 
regular social media presence; helping to make people, like me, feel a part of that bigger SW community 
conversation.” 
 
“Pete Fletzer has created a wonderful podcast that focuses on conversations with those who make up 
Star Wars fandom, as well as Star Wars podcasters, writers, tweeters, and those who are a part of the 
Star Wars Universe. Pete’s style will draw you in and his insightful questions to his guests help you better 
understand the fandom and where clues to new Star Wars content comes from. Please check out his 
pod.” 
 
“We only just discovered this show recently and have enjoyed each episode greatly. It’s variety of guests 
and topics make it a top pick in the playlist. Keep up the great work!! Since becoming regular listeners, 
we’ve grown to appreciate the lengths to which Pete goes to be inclusive. Not always easy but worthy.” 
 
“Pete is incredible at curating a really fun collection of fans and creators to discuss this incredible 
franchise from every imaginable angle.” 
 
“I listen to a lot of Star Wars podcasts, but this one stands out for the quality of the interviews and the 
detail of the discussion. The swath of guests ranges from the historical, to the important, to the just plain 
fun. The host clearly knows his stuff but remembers that it’s supposed to be about fun and community. 
Subscribe!!” 
  



About our Host 

Pete Fletzer is a freelance writer who was best known 

for his work in the mid-90s for Lucasfilm and Topps’ 

Star Wars Galaxy and Star Wars Insider magazines. 

Discovered by the legendary Steve Sansweet, he wrote 

content about toys and collectibles, unique fan stories, 

and New York area Star Wars movie premiers. He was 

right in the thick of the Star Wars resurgence at the 

turn of the century, covering events like the Star Wars 

Special Editions in 1997 and all three Prequel premieres. He authored almost 200 Star Wars 

questions for The Amazing Science Fiction & Horror Trivia Game. In the early 2000s, Pete 

stepped away from writing and disappeared from the public eye aside from issuing the 

occasional blog post. In 2019 he released his mammoth full-length fan fiction novelization of 

The Phantom Menace called Duel of the Fates (available at www.ATGcast.com).  

Today, Pete can be heard weekly on his podcast called Around the Galaxy, the Star Wars Fan 

Talkshow. His personality, sense of humor and deep knowledge of the industry has helped Pete 

attract top-tier guests and build a loyal audience. 

 


